RGK Innovations LLC

Brush Hero is an innovative and increasing rapidly in popularity worldwide, and as result we have seen hundreds of listings over several months that infringe upon our Intellectual Property (IP). We tightly monitor our retail channels, and our goal is to prevent any form of counterfeit and trademark infringements of our IP on all Internet platforms. We would like to categorize our IP under these three categories:

1. We have a global exclusive **copyright** on the rights to all of the images and text that appears on www.BrushHero.com. We do not permit unauthorized reuse of images or text nor do we permit the use of base images or text that have been altered without our explicit permission.

2. We have a registered **trademark** of Brush Hero, and all image and text associated with the product. The trademark is registered under RGK Innovations LLC, and it has a serial number of 86671948 and a registration number of 4908058. This trademark applies under all applicable international trade agreements and may not be used without permission. Further our trademarks have been filed with the US Customs and Border Protection (CBP) and authorized goods imported into the US will be seized.

3. We hold two United States Utility **Patents** for the Brush Hero, which are 6702038 & 7762762 Only our authorized sellers are entitled to our general branding, logos and marketing materials. Counterfeiting products have been discovered on several ecommerce sites, including ebay, and we believe they are a direct infringement on our IP and patents.

Thank you for your time,

Kevin Williams

Founder